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Aloha Makena Surf, , 

We are so excited to announce that Raw Love Sunscreen will be available in some of the un,is he\L for 

guests! It has been an exciting three year journey to get here and we are so proud to represent our 

state with a reef safe, plastic free, eco conscious product. We are officially the first reef 

safe sunscreen company in Hawaii to have met FDA quality standards and regulations. 

Raw Love Sunscreen was founded by Jenna Davis in Maui, Hi with a background in chemistry and 

marine biology. She wanted to help the coral reef and her community by creating a product that 

contained 23.5 % non nano zinc oxide as the only active ingredient coupled with plant based organic 

ingredients that were not only familiar but provided nourishment, antioxidants and moisturizing 

agents for your face and body. 

We are the most eco-conscious product on the market and the only plastic free sunscreen company in 

the world. We offer two sizes, a 4 oz and a 2 oz in beautiful display boxes of 16 . Each container is 

concentrated & contains no fillers such as water or alcohol so it lasts 2x longer than most 

sunscreens. We provide broad spectrum protection, SPF 35, water resistant, reef safe and baby safe 

and made with love and aloha. This sunscreen is cruelty-free and made with organic ingredients and 

essential oils of lavender, peppermint and eucalyptus for an irresistible scent. After application you 

will feel luxurious as it goes on white and rubs in clear without any sticky or oily feeling. 

We Hope you love our product as much as we do! We would love to offer you 50% off our retail cost of 

our boxes of 16 to offer to your guests! It is a great way to share the Aloha while educating your 

guests about protecting our environment. 
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SINCERELY, 

JENNA DAVIS 

OWNER/ FOUNDER OF RAW LOVE SUNSCREEN 

WWW. RAWLOVESUNSCREEN.COM 

FACEBOOK/INSTAGRAM - @RAWLOVESUNSCREEN 

981 SOUTH KIHEI RD KIHEI HAWAII 96753 
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